
HERE WE USE THE CRAZY CATCH PROFESSIONAL TO 

IMPROVE VISUAL SKILLS AND CONCENTRATION WHILST 

ALSO DEVELOPING COGNATIVE DECISION MAKING... 

1 CRAZY CATCH 

COLOUR CODES

EQUIPMENT SEEN IN THIS DRILL

Crazy Catch Professional Classic 2.0, Crazy Catch Vision 

Balls - Level 2 (Green and Yellow) and Level 3 (Red)

SET UP (SEE OVER PAGE FOR DIAGRAM)

1. The Crazy Catch is placed facing the goal with it’s 

sane side flat on the floor, insane side angled at 45 

degrees towards the goalkeeper. 

2. A feeder stands either side of the goal with a bag of 

differently colour balls (use Crazy Catch Vision Balls 

if you can). The coach gives the goalkeeper different 

command save for the different coloured balls... We 

used red balls for hand saves, green balls for chest 

saves and yellow balls for helmet saves. This drill 

is particularly great for helping young goalkeepers 

build up confidence using all parts of their body/kit. 

 Continued over page… 

@CRAZYCATCHUK
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DAVEY’S TOP TIP

An important point to take away from this exercise 

would be in order to recognise how the ball is 

moving you have to WATCH the ball and not just SEE 

it. The huge difference is from there you can replicate 

the save in a match by recognising how the ball is 

moving, the speed it is travelling, maybe the spin on 

it and then making an appropriate save choice. 

PROGRESSIONS

1. Once you have mastered the basics; the coach 

can try and confuse the goalkeeper by calling 

out the name of a random colour, whilst the ball 

is being thrown - the goalkeeper needs to trust in 

their eyes and still make the correct decision. 

2. You can angle the Crazy Catch down (so 

around a 90 degree angle) and use 3 different 

foot saves for example kicker, leg guard, thigh 

pads and clear. 

3. Gates or small goals can be created around the 

circle and the goalkeeper then has a target for 

all the red balls, green balls and yellow balls. 

This will help a goalkeeper control the direction 

of the save so as to clear the danger. 

COACHING POINTS

• Stay on the balls of your feet so you can react 

to the reboud and then quickly move your 

body inline with the ball to make the save.

• If you have young goalkeepers who are scared 

of using certain parts of their body use lighter 

balls and softer feeds to build up confidence. 

• Crazy Catch Vision Balls have coloured shapes 

on them. By trying to watch a certain colour 

for example the yellow triangle your brain will 

automatically improve it’s focus. Watch the ball 

all the way onto your pads or stick. 
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SET UP DIAGRAM
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HERE WE ALTERNATE TWO DIFFERENT TYPES OF SAVE 

(LOB & SCRAMBLE STICK SAVE) THAT MIGHT BE CREATED 

WHEN A GOALKEEPER HAS COME OFF THEIR LINE. 

2 CRAZY CATCH 

NO MAN’S LAND

EQUIPMENT SEEN IN THIS DRILL

Crazy Catch Professional Classic 2.0 and Crazy Catch 

Wildchild Classic 2.0, Feeder or Coach with a set of balls. 

SET UP (SEE OVER PAGE FOR DIAGRAM)

1. Two Crazy Catch are set up close to the edge of 

the circle. We used the Professional at around 75 

degrees on the insane side and the Wildchild at 90 

degrees on the sane side. 

2. The coach stationed between the two Crazy Catch 

nets will wait for the goalkeeper to start running off 

their line then choose a Crazy Catch to feed the ball 

into, ideally at random so the goalkeeper doesnt 

know what save to expect. This drill is great to work 

on footwork, movement then anticipating the ball 

and making a suitable save 

 Continued over page… 
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DAVEY’S TOP TIP

On the backtracking low stick save; you have a 

good opportunity to extend your stick to generate 

extra leverage. To do this, you would throw the 

stick out from your standard stick grip and catch 

it closer to the end of the stick giving you a larger 

reach when diving back towards your goal line. 

This technique would also be applicable in shuffles

3. The Professional set at a higher angle will help 

create a lob save whilst the Wildchild will 

angle the ball back lower towards the bottom 

corner for the keeper to backtrack and slide to 

make a recovery stick save. 

FEEDER TIPS

1. To create a low rebound angled towards the 

bottom corner, throw it overarm but low onto 

the net whilst bouncing it onto the net also 

creates the save opportunity whilst for the lob, 

an underarm throw and quite light will give a 

nice ball tradectory, over the advancing keepers 

head. 

PROGRESSIONS

• Additional goalkeepers can be placed be-

tween the Crazy Catch and the baseline with 

their role being to rebound the initial save 

back towards the goalie, creating a second 

phase with each save and encouraging the 

keeper to clear strongly away from danger. 

• With younger goalkeepers start much closer to 

the goal so you are encouraging them to slide 

over a smaller distance to start with. 

• Don’t forget to work both sides so angle the 

Crazy Catch towards the left post for the dive 

save so you can lead off both legs and also 

learn to clear on your reverse side. 

@CRAZYCATCHUK
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HERE WE USE THE FREESTYLE TO CREATE A “CHAOS” 

ENVIRONMENT IN THE CIRCLE WHICH PITS A 

GOALKEEPER AGAINST A FORWARD IN A 1V1 BATTLE

3 CRAZY CATCH 

FREESTYLE IN THE D

EQUIPMENT SEEN IN THIS DRILL

Crazy Catch Freestyle, 1 Goalkeeper and 1 Attacker, 

Coach with a set of balls. 

SET UP (SEE OVER PAGE FOR DIAGRAM)

1. A ball is thrown towards a coach standing just back 

of the penalty spot and right of the goal. 

2. The coach uses the Freestyle to either punch the ball 

towards the goalkeeper to make a reaction save or 

into the space between the keeper and a waiting 

forward who is stationed at the top of the circle. If 

the ball goes to the keeper then he/she is looking 

to clear the danger ... rebounds are played so the 

forward becomes active looking to prevent the ball 

leaving the circle. If the ball is between the two play-

ers, its a contest with the forward looking to score. 

 Continued over page… 
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DAVEY’S TOP TIP

This exercise simulates an aerial ball landing in the 

circle. You can progress this 1v1 battle into a 2v1 

or a 2v2 by adding in extra forwards or defenders. 

If it’s a goalie training session, extra goalkeepers 

can also be thrown in as extra attackers, defenders 

or rebounders depending what match like situations 

you were looking to replicate. Enjoy the chaos!

3. The coach can use the Crazy Catch Freestyle 

and change the type of save or finish possible 

for example by bouncing the ball down into 

the turf or looping the ball up higher to create 

opportunities for first time volleys or 1 on 1 

finishes against the keeper by finely tuning the 

angle of the Freestyle or the pace added.

4. Challenge - Do a set of ten balls and keep the 

score. 1 point for a goal, 1 point if the keeper 

clears the circle with their clearance. 

PROGRESSIONS

1. Add conditions to both players to increase the 

skill level for example - attacker must have two 

touches, or the keeper has targets to clear the 

ball through. 

2. Change the angle of the coach ... moving to the 

left side of the penalty spot might create more 

reverse stick volleying opportunties?

COACHING POINTS

• Reacting to the ball quickly &getting in line 

with it is key when volleying. It is also vital to 

lead towards the ball when deflecting so you 

are looking to get in front of the goalkeeper & 

get a deft little touch (soft hands, angled stick)

• Goalkeepers should note their positioning on 

the second save and look to close down the 

line to goal to reduce the attackers angle.
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HERE WE USE THE CRAZY CATCH WILDCHILD LAID FLAT 

LIKE A MAT ON THE FLOOR AND BALLS ARE THROWN 

AND SKIMMED TOWARDS THE GOAL. 

4 CRAZY CATCH 

SKIM MAT

EQUIPMENT SEEN IN THIS DRILL

Crazy Catch Wildchild Classic 2.0, 2 cones, Set of Balls, 

Coach feeding

SET UP (SEE OVER PAGE FOR DIAGRAM)

1. A Crazy Catch Wildchild Classic (you can also 

use any other Crazy Catch model) is laid flat (bar 

removed) and placed close to the penalty spot whilst 

cones are placed just outside each post. 

2. The goalkeeper side steps across their goal line and 

touches a cone before repositioning back in the 

middle of the goal. Meanwhile a coach standing 

1-2 metres behind the Crazy Catch throws/skims the 

ball onto the net, with the goalkeeper reacting and 

using the appropriate body part to make the appro-

priate save 

 Continued over page… 
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DAVEY’S TOP TIP

Depending on the level of your goalkeeper you 

can move your Crazy Catch mat nearer or further 

away from the goal. In general, a flatter lower skim 

feed will give the keeper a foot or leg save whilst 

throwing the ball down from a higher angle will see 

the rebound bounce up much higher so likely create 

a hand or stick save. 

3. The ball will hit the net and bobble, bounce 

creating a nasty ball which goalkeepers dread. 

The key would be reading the angle as quickly 

as possible and closing down the distance 

4. Challenge - Do a set of 10 balls, 5 from each 

side to also add fatigue into the mix. Can you 

still make clear decisions when you tired? 

PROGRESSIONS

1.  Add outfield players who must dribble round 

cones and time their shot so it produces an 

instant second save for the keeper after their 

skim mat save. If the keeper moves round the 

cone to their left then the shot should come from 

their right across the goal to really stretch. 

2. Additional goalkeepers can be used as 

rebounders for the first save. The practice doesnt 

end until a goal is scored or the keeper clears 

the balls out of the circle. 

COACHING POINTS

• Stay on the balls of your feet so you can react 

to the reboud and quickly move in line with the 

ball to make the save. 

• Varying the speed of the throw will also help 

your goalkeeper to better judge the speed 

and direction of a moving ball through the air 

which is a vital skill for any player. Using a 

lighter ball will also create a quicker rebound.
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HERE WE USE THE PROFESSIONAL AND THE WILDCHILD IN 

A DOUBLE REBOUND ATTACKING DRILL INCORPORATING 

A LIFT, A SHOT AND A CONTESTED BALL WITH A GOALIE.

5 CRAZY CATCH 

DOUBLE REBOUND

EQUIPMENT SEEN IN THIS DRILL

Crazy Catch Professional Classic 2.0, Crazy Catch Wild-

child Classic 2.0, Feeder, Set of Balls

SET UP (SEE OVER PAGE FOR DIAGRAM)

1. A Crazy Catch Professional is placed at the op of 

the circle at a 90 degree angle whilst a second net 

is placed level with the penalty spot, a couple of 

metres left or right of the goal. A coach is stationed 

by this second station whilst two players start with a 

ball 5 metres in front of the first Crazy Catch. 

2. The player that starts with the ball (attacker) dribbles 

forward then lifts the ball towards the Crazy Catch 

with the second player (defender) following. When 

the ball rebounds, the attacker is looking to pick the 

ball (control it) then take the ball into the circle for a 

shot at goal (strike at the top of the circle)  

 Continued over page… 
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DAVEY’S TOP TIP

With the second ball coming off into the Uglee 

Zone, the goalkeeper needs to decide whether 

to advance to the ball and try and intercept or 

whether to stay on their line and perhaps expect a 

deflection or volley. It’s important to expect another 

shot and look to close down the angle once the 

forward starts their backswing. 

3. If the ball is miscontrolled, the defender is able 

to tackle the attacker or you might condition it 

at the start so the defender is more passive so 

the lift and receive skill can be practiced. 

4. Both players continue their run towards the 

penalty spot where a ball will rebound from a 

second Crazy Catch (feed thrown from close 

range). The attacker is looking to score, whilst 

the goalkeeper and defender are looking to 

work together to clear the danger. 

PROGRESSIONS

1. With higher ability players, you can increase 

the level of agressiveness from the defender. 

If the defender wins the ball, they could then 

become the attacker and take the shot. 

2. Change the side of the deflection to create 

opportunities for an open stick finish then a 

reverse stick finish. Depend on the rebound, it 

could be a volley or the decision to control the 

ball then take on the keeper 1v1. 

COACHING POINTS

• To lift the ball onto the Crazy Catch you need 

to bend your knees and angle your stick up. 

Changing the angle of the ball will also help 

you get under the ball with soft hands. 

• Stay low in the uglee zone to quickly react to 

the ball. Use quick first time shots eg. clip hit. 
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